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INVOKING THE

GODDESS

CELEBRATING THE HOMECOMING OF MAA DURGA

FLIP THROUGH

Bleisure Port Blair

Off Shore New Zealand

Personality Akshay Kumar

Automation for a Changing World

One Brand For All Automation Needs
As a leading industrial automation brand, Delta continuously develops innovative
products, systems and solutions with quality, reliability and excellence to fulfill our
commitment of providing "Automation for a Changing World”.
Our mission is "To elevate our living environment through advanced
automation technology and value-added innovation". With Delta's
innovative, reliable, energy-saving automation solutions and rapid globle
service, we help in making the world “Smarter. Greener. Together.” with
our partners and customers.

www.deltaelectronicsindia.com
automation@deltaww.com

VISTARA EDITORIAL

JOURNEYS THAT BRING
TRANSFORMATION
Islamic New Year, Parsi New Year, Onam, Durga Puja,
Dussehra and Bakr Eid are more than just festivals.
They unite families, friends, communities and even
nations and there’s a certain fragrance in the air that
fills the atmosphere with love and happiness. It is the
month of togetherness, of the victory of good over evil,
of newness and transformation.
To transform the flying experience in India and bring
back the joy to flying, a star was born in January 2015.
Vistara beat all odds to launch this airline in record
time with great resolve and resilience overcoming our
teething hurdles to become the airline of choice for
many travellers in India. From our humble beginning
of 2 daily flights from Delhi to Mumbai to 620 weekly
flights to 19 destinations, all in a span of less than 3
years, it is a story of challenging the status quo enabling
you to fly the new feeling.
Raising the bar of service and product excellence,
Vistara presented travellers with a slew of innovative
offerings in recent times. Induction of three brand
new A320neos in our fleet has further encouraged
us to multiply our service frequencies to Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Goa, Chandigarh, Bengaluru and Srinagar.
Our #VistaraWomanFlyer service, designed to offer
preferred seats and baggage and transport assistance
to solo women travellers, won us immense cheer from
people not just in India, but from all over the globe.
Vistara also entered into an interline partnership
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with Qatar’s flag-carrier, Qatar Airways recently. The
partnership enables Qatar Airways’ customers to
travel seamlessly on Vistara’s domestic flights, to and
from Qatar Airway’s global network. Together the
two airlines will provide the ‘through check-in’ facility,
enabling customers to get their boarding passes at
the first point of departure for all the travel sectors,
and have their baggage checked-in through to their
final destination.
Talking of successes and celebrations, with the onset of
the festive season, how can our much adored inflight
food not be soaked in the spirit of celebration? Enjoy
regional delicacies with traditional cuisine served on
various sectors in Vistara’s network, including the
Malabari dishes Nendran Kaalan and Parippu Payasam,
and the popular Kosha Mangsho from Bengal.
We will continue to delight you with refreshing services
and products that make a big difference to the way
you travel.
We hope you enjoy reading this magazine as much
as we do creating it. We would be happy to hear
your thoughts on how we can make it better at
inflightmag@airvistara.com.
To journeys that defeat barriers, and bring forth
positive change!
Team Vistara

“One must
forever strive
for excellence
or even
perfection,
in any task
however
small and
never be
satisfied with
second best”
- JRD Tata
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POTPOURRI
A collage of happenings from the world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

Santa Claus in Summer

SANDS OF TIME

World's Tallest Sandcastle
In an attempt to break the Guinness World
Record for the tallest sand castle, a group of
German artists is using special kind of sand
instead of the sand available at the beach to build
their castle. The current record stands at 14.8
metres — or 48 feet, 8 inches. “We wouldn’t be
able to do anything with beach sand because it
crumbles apart so easily. Therefore, we’re using a
very fine sand, which is less than one millimetre
in size, and this sand sticks together very well,
it’s formed from 80 to 90 per cent quartz sand,”
lead sand artist Benno Lindel shared. The group
had attempted a similar feat last year as well,
however, part of their sand castle fell apart
during construction. Come September, judges will
determine if there is a new king of the castle.

Rendezvous with
Asha Bhosle
Yesteryear's heartthrob Kabir
Bedi will host a special talk
show – Titan The Rendezvous
Season 5 with Asha Bhosle – on
September 9, 2017 at Chowdiah
Memorial Hall in Bengaluru. The
melody queen of India will talk
about her 75-year-long singing
career. The evening will be a
tete-e-tete down memory lane,
sprinkled with both, her songs
performed by winners of Sa Re
Ga Ma Pa and Indian Idol. The
event aims to bring alive the
story of her life through rare
anecdotes & insight – her early
years, the development of her
craft as a singer and her personal
take on Indian music.

ON RECORD

People have to take control of their own
lives. Education is the key because it also
raises other social indicators like healthcare.
-Azim Premji
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It's summertime in Denmark but Santas
from around the world are already
planning for the festive season, with
more than 150 gathering in Copenhagen
to share some early Christmas cheer.
The annual World Santa Claus Congress,
now in its 60th year, has drawn attendees
from a dozen countries, most sporting
traditional red coats and white beards
despite the warm weather. The threeday event, always held at the Bakken
Amusement Park, will see the Santas
parading the streets of the Danish
capital, bathe in the sea and enjoy a
herring tasting. Some will also take to
the runway at a fashion show. "We have a
discussion about important things in life
-- for example, which day is Christmas
Day?" said Santa Wolfgang from
Germany, who has been participating in
the congress since 1996.
Christmas is celebrated on different days
in different countries, with Advent and
other traditions extending the festive
season through most of December and
January. Another hot topic at this year's
congress is the colour of the Christmas
tree, said Santa Elizabeth from Denmark.

PERSPECTIVE

IN NUMBERS

Maserati

1926
Tipo 26

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

Kingsman : The Golden Circle
With their headquarters destroyed and the
world held hostage, members of Kingsman
find new allies when they discover a spy
organisation in the United States known as
Statesman. In an adventure that tests their
strength and wits, the elite secret agents
from both sides of the pond band together
to battle a ruthless enemy and save the day,
something that's becoming a bit of a habit
for Eggsy.

The film will have an

IMAX
release

The film is set to be released on

September 22
It is the sequel to the 2014
film Kingsman:

The Secret Service

1959
Tipo 61

1988
Biturbo
2.24v

Lucknow Central

2017

Quattroporte
VI
The movie has a total runtime of

2h 13min
Lucknow Central song

'Teen Kabootar'
The trident logo of the automobile
company was inspired by the statue
of Neptune in the company’s
birthplace, Bologna.
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uses natural sounds, mouth
and body percussion

The film is set to hit the theaters on

September 15

Kishen Mohan Girhotra (Farhan Akhtar) is
a young man who belongs to Moradabad,
a city in Uttar Pradesh. One fateful day,
Kishen gets accused of murder, which
lands him in Lucknow Central Jail where
he’s awaiting his High Court trial for a
death penalty. Meanwhile, a diligent
NGO worker Gayatri Kashyap (Diana
Penty), is compelled to form a Band
of Prisoners for the band competition
which is to be held in the dreaded jail of
‘Lucknow Central’ that year and this is
how Kishen’s and her paths cross. Kishen
befriends four other inmates, namely
Dikkat Ansari, Victor Chattopahdyay,
Purushottam Pandit and Parminder
Trehan and convinces them to join the
band. The dramatic narrative of Lucknow
Central portrays how Kishen’s life
progresses in jail and how music becomes
an intricate part of not only his journey,
but the rest of the band’s as well.

PERSPECTIVE

On My Kindle
Debutant author Shilpa Raj, in her
first ever book – The Elephant
Chaser's Daughter – talks about
overcoming the social challenges
and discovering the power of
education
What are some
stories or anecdotes
that you weren't
able to share in your
book?
I would have liked to
share a lot more family
incidents -- stories
about the illicit liquor
business of my family
and the day-to-day
life of the people back in my village. I
was very fascinated about my father’s
life as a servant in a landlord’s house and
would have really liked to talk about it in
more detail.
What are some of your favourite
memories of Shanti Bhavan?
One of the best memories of my life
at Shanti Bhavan will always be of my
first day at the school, back in the year
1997. My parents had just left me in the
new school and I was confused as to
where I had been brought. I was given a
short haircut. When being given a bath,
I was amazed at seeing water gushing
out from the taps, the smooth touch of
white tiles underneath my feet, and the
delightful bubbles from the soap. I had
never used a bathroom before or bathed
with shampoo and soap. I was told that
the shampoo was from America but I
didn’t know what America was then.
What is next for Shilpa Raj? Another
book or memoir?
I would like to experiment and explore
different genres like fiction, comedy,
drama and satire. Something of special
interest to me is documenting my own
work in the field of mental health as
I continue to develop my skills as a
counsellor and work with children who
are suffering from emotional distress.
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Robocop in Dubai
A robotic policeman that can aide in identifying wanted criminals and also collect
evidence has been enrolled into Dubai's police force. According to reports, the robocop
will patrol busy areas in the city equipped with multiple cameras and facial recognition
software. The robot can register and identify vehicle licence plates and its video feed can
help police watch for risks such as unattended bags in popular areas of Dubai, a financial
and tourism hub. Its face recognition software will aide in comparing faces with the
police criminal database and flag matches to headquarters. It is an initiative by the UAE
government that envisages to roll out more such robocops, specifically for patrolling and
recognisance duties, in the city ahead of the Dubai Exhibition in 2020.

Travel Your Way to Sleep
'Sleep Stories’ is a new app for your mobile
phones available on Android Playstore that
lets you travel to your favourite places in
the world as you slip into a deep slumber
while listening to it. So, while you tour
Scotland on one day, on the other you
cruise in Tahiti or get on the Trans-Siberian
express. Designed with an aim to help
grown-ups fall asleep, Sleep Stories, crafted
by the makers of the meditation app Calm,
is a soothing mix of audio-visual narrations
that last anywhere between 20-30 minutes
and help you drift off to a peaceful sleep. It
also includes original tales and recitals from
classic children's novels such as The Ugly
Duckling, The Velveteen Rabbit and more.

AVIATION QUIZ
1. Which airport has the shortest commercial runway on earth?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.

PERSPECTIVE

World's Smallest Hotel

ADVENTURE UNLIMITED

Central Hotel & Cafe is a cosy little spot
in Copenhagen and better known as the
world's smallest hotel. It's a place with a
comfy bed, a cafe, a mini bar, and even a
flat screen TV.
The place has just one bedroom with
one double bed, a bathroom, and a
cafe downstairs that offers cakes and
sandwiches. The smallest hotel in the
world was built in 1905 and, up until
World War II, it was a shoe repair shop.
The hotel's owners, Jacob Kamp and Leif
Thingtved, say they don't know what
the place was used for between the end
of the war and the 1980s, but since then
the house above had stood empty so
they decided to renovate it.
Breakfast is served between 7am and
12pm in the cafe called Granola. Staying
in the world's smallest hotel will cost
you about €280 per night. You'll also be
given a pair of bicycles to explore
the city.
The Central Hotel and Cafe is located
in the Vesterbro neighbourhood of
Copenhagen, capital city of Denmark,
which has recently transformed into a
hip area with new bars and restaurants.
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Harry Potter and An Evening to Remember
It is time to visit the Wizarding World
of Harry Potter to watch the aweinspiring spectacle of gleaming beams
that fan into the night sky. Universal
Studios Hollywood is set to introduce
The Night-time Lights at Hogwarts
Castle experience. The new feature
showcases dazzling light projection of

the four houses of Hogwarts: Gryffindor,
Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff and Slytherin.
The original scores of Academy Awardwinning composer John Williams
will complement the projection. The
masterful recreation of compelling
stories will take place multiple times a
night during its run.

Bring the Epitome of Elegance to your Home
Get into the spirit of festivities this
season and style your home in luxury
product offerings from Elvy. High
on elegance, each product has been
crafted to add a touch of grandeur to
your home. Be it for your own casa
or a gift for your loved ones, Elvy's
festive collection is a seamless blend
of regal and modern looks. "The festive
collection highlights an epitome of
uncompromising quality and unmatched
elegance," says Vandana Khosla, founder
and creative head of Elvy. You can
explore these homeware products at
their exlusive stores in Delhi, Gurgaon
and Hyderabad and also order online
from their website at www.elvy.com.

PERSPECTIVE

DECODING LUXE

THE NEW MANTRA FOR LUXURY BRANDS

Mahul Brahma’s new book decodes the mysteries and busts the myths
that shroud the Indian luxury market for brands to make moolah

The Future of Indian
Economy: Past Reforms
and Challenges Ahead

By: Yashwant Sinha and Vinay K
Srivastava (Editor)
Published by: Rupa Publications
Price: `795
The book draws upon the
research insights and opinions
of academicians, scholars and
practising managers who, apart
from the analysis, also offer
their views on the corrective
measures needed for economic
reforms policy.

The origin of luxury dates back to the mid-16th
century in the French word Luxe, which means
'dazzle'. The award-winning communicator,
columnist and luxury commentator, Mahul
Brahma's new book Decoding Luxe will compel you
to look beyond this veil of dazzle. The journalistturned communicator's book explores the many
facets of luxury in present times, especially in the
Indian context. Decoding Luxe gives you a holistic
view of the country's love for branded luxury since
ages. The author has subtly decoded and rightly
so that the Indian consumer, despite being pricesensitive, is also looking to be dazzled. The book
also explores the e-commerce market and how it
has failed as a platform for luxurious shopping.
Brahma also uncovers the common myth that
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luxury is driven by the big-ticket, high-brow, and
dazzling high-worth buyers and buys. In reality,
all major luxury brands owe their existence to the
middle class. The author has a lucid and jargonfree style of explaining strategic moves in the
luxury market, with a dash of humour. It is a must
read for one and all who wish to better understand
the Indian market and consumers.

About the author:

Mahul Brahma is a luxury commentator and columnist.
He is also an award-winning communicator, heading
corporate communications and branding for mjunction.
He has been a senior journalist for a decade with
Economic Times, CNBC TV18, Reuters and India partner
of NYT. His debut film was screened at 69th Cannes
Film Festival.

30 Second Thrillers

By: KV Sridhar
Published by: Bloomsbury India
Price: `499
The book features behind the
scenes stories of some popular
advertisements right from the
Doordarshan days to today's
YouTube; right from 'Chal meri
luna' to 'Airtel smartphone'.
The author has handpicked
each ad based on their
popularity among viewers, met
their creators and talked to
them about the entire process.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

THE SECRET PARADISE

PORT BLAIR

With a breathtakingly beautiful coastline, lush forested interior,
fantastic diving possibilities and a far-flung location, the Andaman
Islands offer a perfect place to ramble around or simply chill out on
sun-toasted beaches
Words : Mita Rao
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E

nclosed by tropical forest
and a serene coastline, the
capital of Andaman and
Nicobar Islands is a lively
destination for visitors. The
city has a vibrant amalgamation of Indian
Ocean inhabitants – Bengalis, Tamils,
Telugus, Nicobarese and Burmese. For
urban dwellers, this place is the perfect
Nirvana, enveloped in a modicum of the
unchanged from times immemorial. The
decadence of the colonial rule can be felt
lingering in the air despite the ages and
the time passed.

Far removed from the gnawing
realities of urbanisation, Port Blair
offers unscathed biodiversity and
remnants of the British era. From the
infamous Cellular Jail to a horde of
historical and defence museums along
with the unparalleled virgin beaches
and balmy breezes, Port Blair warrants
extended exploration. The capital of
Andaman and Nicobar Islands offers
several water-based activities like
snorkelling, scuba diving, sea-cruises
and glimpses of the history and culture
of the region.

DID YOU KNOW
From 1942 to 1945, Ross island
was occupied by the Japanese.
The Government House became
the residence of the Japanese
admiral. It was during this
period that Subhas Chandra
Bose, who took the help of
Japanese in his fight against the
British, stayed at the Island for a
day in December 1943.
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EXPERIENCE THE BYGONE ERA
Traverse around the capital and explore

ANTHROPOLOGICAL MUSEUM
This museum gives you an exclusive insight in
the islands’ indigenous tribal communities.
While the display cases may feel a little old
school, they don’t feel anywhere near as ancient
as the simple geometric patterns etched into
a Jarawa chest guard, remains of a skull left
in a Sentinelese lean-to or the totemic spirits
represented by Nicobarese shamanic sculptures.
CELLULAR JAIL
Once a British prison, this place serves as a shrine to the political dissidents it once jailed.
The prison has 698 cells and a central tower. Built in 1906, it had seven wings, however,
several of them were destroyed by the Japanese during WWII. During its hey-days, the jail
became something of a university for freedom fighters, who exchanged books, ideas and
debates despite walls and wardens. Today, it is a place that is reminiscent of that dark era
in India's history. There are sound-and-light shows held in English three days in a week
(Monday, Wednesday and Friday) at 7:15pm that detail the jail’s history and give anecdotes
about the prisoners.

CHATHAM SAW MILL
Built in 1883 by the British, this is one of the
largest wood processors in Asia. The mill is
still operational and while it may not be to
everyone’s taste, especially conservationists, it
lends a fresh insight into the Island's history and
economy. You can reach this place, located in
Chatham Island, by crossing a road bridge.
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SAMUDRIKA NAVAL MARINE
MUSEUM
Managed by the Indian Navy,
the museum offers a plethora
of exhibits with informative
coverage of the islands’
ecosystem, tribal communities,
plants, animals and marine life.
Located opposite the Andaman
Teal House in Delanipur, Port
Blair, the museum has a small
aquarium that houses various
collections of fishes, corals and
shells. On the outside you will
come across a skeleton of a blue
whale that was washed ashore
on the Nicobars.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

FOODALICIOUS

Treat your palate with an array of exotic sea food

“Andaman has some of
the best tourist spots
to offer to the world
and if I'm part of a
movement to promote
them, I consider this as a
humbling responsibility.”
– Divya Dutta, Actor

SHOPAHOLIC'S HUB
Check out trinkets and souvenirs
at this place

ABERDEEN BAZAAR
This is the bustling part of Port Blair with
places to stay, eat and shop, as well as
banks, travel agents and various other
offices. You can buy trinkets and souvenirs
made from local materials like shell,
bamboo and coconut. You can also buy
pearl jewellery, mats made from local
padauk wood and driftwood pieces from
the Sagarika Government Emporium in
Aberdeen Bazaar.
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MANDALAY RESTAURANT
Imagine a gorgeously overcast day with breeze blowing from the sea, miles of ocean spread
out before you and a plate of excellently grilled lobster. As dining experiences go, the Mandalay
restaurant at the Fortune Resort Bay Island, up on Marine Hill in Port Blair, offers an exquisite
experience. One of the island’s few rarefied cuisine options, Mandalay scores with its spectacular
setting overlooking the Bay of Bengal, with the North Bay lighthouse in the distance.

TRIBAL TALES

An uncontacted tribe living on North Sentinal Island
Just 55km off the coast of
Port Blair is an isolated island
called North Sentinel Island.
It is believed that inhabitants
of this Island, the Sentinelese
tribe, are direct descendants
of early humans who emerged
from Africa almost 60,000 years
ago. The tribe is one of the only
humans who are undisturbed by
the modern world and still live
the way their ancestors used to
(hunting and gathering) when
they had first arrived. There is
no certain count of the number
of people living on this Island.
Over the years, estimates have
been made to be between 40
and 500.

BE SUITED
BESP KE(n)
- Sunil & Sushain Mital

TRAVEL BLEISURE

EXPLORING ANDAMAN ISLANDS

An amalgamation of teal beaches, rich biodiversity and adventure sports

HAVELOCK ISLAND
This place is Andamans’ Holy
Grail, a magnet for those in
search of some spiritual and
scuba manna. A two-hour
journey in Port Blair’s Phoenix
Bay ferry takes you there. You
arrive at Beach No 3 and meet
a parade of divers, kayakers,
snorkellers and random
bohemians. The vibe here is
lazily hypnotic, helped along
by sea-facing duplex cottages,
the rustic Café Del Mar and, if
you really must exert yourself,
there are water sport activities
that will get your adrenaline
pumping.

ROSS ISLAND
Less than a 20-minute boat
ride away from Port Blair,
this jungle-clad lost town
is an explorer's paradise.
The former administrative
headquarters for the British
in the Andamans, Ross
Island in its day was fondly
called the ‘Paris of the East’.
To some, this place may
seem like a deserted island
with spooky old buildings,
which are centuries old
but most tourists find
this journey into the past
very fascinating and are
left awestruck when
they wander through the
deserted streets among the
ruins of the British Raj.

LITTLE ANDAMAN
Located at the extreme south of
the island, Little Andaman has an
appealing end-of-the-world feel. It’s a
picturesque fist of mangroves, jungle
and teal, ringed by beaches. It is about
120km south of Port Blair and the
main settlement here is Hut Bay. The
place is popular for surfing. If you have
a couple of hours spare, visit the Little
Andaman lighthouse, 14km east of
Hut Bay. Standing 41m high, 200 steps
spiral up to magnificent views over the
coastline and forest, this place makes
for a worthwhile excursion.

CORBYN’S COVE
This quaint, sandy and palm-fringed
beach is approximately 7km from
Port Blair. The beach itself is just a
tiny, curvaceous speck of brown sand
framed by palm trees, ideal for a spot
of lazy sunbathing. But it is the coastal
road leading to this beach which is
a scenic journey and passes several
Japanese WWII bunkers along the way.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Port Blair from
New Delhi and
Kolkata.

AVIATION QUIZ
2. Which airport has a nine-hole USGA-approved golf course?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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TRAVEL SPECIAL

OF GODS AND

FESTIVITIES

India is an amalgamation of many cultures and traditions. Every region
has its own way of celebrating the festive season that begins around
end of September this year with one of the most popular Hindu festivals
Dussehra, Dasara or as the Bengali celebrate it - Durga Puja
Words : Shillpi A Singh

D

ussehra or Dasara is one
of the biggest Hindu
festivals. It marks the
culmination of Navratri,
devotional nine nights
of Goddess Durga, with the celebration
of her victory over the buffalo-headed
demon Mahishasura on the 10th day. It is
also the day when Lord Rama killed the
ten-headed Ravana in Lanka, and that
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is the reason why effigies of Ravana, his
brother Kumbhkaran and son Meghnad
are burned on this occasion. The festival
marks the victory of good over evil. But
while Vijaya Dashmi marks the end of
Dussehra festivities across the country,
the city of Kullu gets into festive mood on
the 10th day and the celebrations last for
a week. Here's a lowdown on Dussehra
celebrations across the country:

KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL
Not just the City of Joy but the entire
state wears a festive look a month before
the pujo. The shiuli flowers or coral
jasmine that bloom at night and wither
away at dawn carpet the roads and make
for a pretty sight as they herald the
arrival of autumn and also of Devi Durga.
The fragrance of these flowers fills the
evening sky, and the festive fervour is

TRAVEL SPECIAL

The deity visits the earth for only four days but seven days before her
arrival, starts the Mahalaya that marks the end of Pitrupaksha and
the beginning of Devipaksha
Traditional
Bengali
ritual before
immersion
'Sindur
khela'

palpable in the air as the city gets ready
to welcome the deity.
But away from the din, ensconced in
the Kumartoli, stay the men who work
day and night to make beautiful idols of
goddess Durga for the pujo. It is believed
that the deity visits the earth for only
four days but seven days before her
arrival, starts the Mahalaya that marks
the end of Pitrupaksha and the beginning
of Devipaksha.
It is on Mahalaya that the potters
draw the eyes onto the idols in an
auspicious ritual called Chokkhu Daan.
The Durga Puja celebrations start off
with Mahishasuramardini – a two-hour
broadcast - on AIR in the voice of the
late Birendra Krishna Bhadra and the
late Pankaj Kumar Mullick as they recite
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hymns from the scriptures from the Devi
Mahatmyam (Chandi Path); it is a ritual
of sorts for Bengalis to tune into this
broadcast.
Devotees throng the pandals in the
morning on Mahasaptami to offer
pushpanjali to the deities, and in the
evening, aarti is performed to the
accompaniment of drums, bells and
chants. A major attraction is the dhaak
and dhunuchi-naach. At the juncture of
Asthami or the eighth day and Nabami or
the ninth day, Sandhi puja is performed; it
lasts from the last 24 minutes of Ashtami
till the first 24 minutes of Nabami.
On Dashami or the 10th day, married
women gather at the pandals, wearing
traditional red and white saris, and smear
sindoor (vermillion) on each other's faces

as a part of Sindoor Khela, symbolising
a happy and long married life. Following
this, the idols are then taken out in a
procession and immersed in the river
amidst loud cheers and fireworks.
MYSURU, KARNATAKA
One of the biggest Dasara celebrations in
southern India takes place in Mysuru that
originates from the word Mahishasurana
Ooru, meaning the town of Mahishasura
in Kannada. The name was first changed
to Mahisur or Mysuru, and later
anglicised as Mysore. An incarnation
of Durga, goddess Chamundeshwari
battled the buffalo-headed demon,
Mahishasura, for nine nights and killed
him on the tenth day. The 10-day long
Mysore Dasara is a celebration in honour
of the goddess and covers the duration
of the epic battle and honours the nine
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INTERESTING FACTS
THE ILLUMINATED
MYSORE PALACE
The palace is lit up with nearly one lakh
bulbs from 7 pm to 10 pm on all the ten
days of Dasara, making for a splendid
sight. The diamond-studded royal
throne is exclusively
put on display.

PANDAL HOPPING
Many families in Bengal have been
performing Puja in the traditional
way for decades and people go out of
their way to visit these pandals. Daw
Bari Pujo in Jorasako, Sabarna Roy
Choudhry Barir Durga Puja, Mitra
Bari Pujo in Darjipara, are well known
amongst the best pandals in Kolkata.

THE UNIQUE CELEBRATION
Unlike other places, effigies of Ravan,
Meghnad and Kumbhakarna are not
burnt in Kullu. The festival, instead,
concludes with the Lankadahan (the
burning of the Lanka) ceremony on the
banks of the Beas river.
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The grand
elephant
procession
during
Mysuru
Dasara
celebrations

forms of the goddess as well as the
victory of good over evil.

to goddess Durga and the ninth day is
for goddess Lakshmi.

It was started off in the 15th century
during the rule of Vijayanagar Kings,
but today the entire city comes
together to celebrate the festivities,
making it the state festival or
Nadahabba. This year marks the 407th
year of the celebrations. The Mysore
Palace is decorated with lights during
the festivities, and the entire city
wears a festive look with flowers and
diyas dotting its buildings. The nine
days of Navarathri have celebrations
starting only after the sixth day
which is devoted to honour goddess
Saraswathi, the eighth day is dedicated

The festival culminates in a grand
spectacle on the tenth day with a
grand procession that begins from
the
illuminated
Mysore
Palace
attracting thousands of devotees and
tourists alike, from India and abroad.
On Vijayadashami, the royal family
performs the Nandi Dhwaja puja or the
worship of Nandi, Lord Shiva’s vehicle,
following which the Jumbo Savaari
or grand elephant procession starts
from the Mysore Palace and ends at
Bannimantap. One of the beautifully
decked royal elephants carries the idol
of goddess Chamundeshwari in a golden

Started off by the royal family of Mysore during
the 15th century, the year 2017 marks the
407th year of Dasara celebrations
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A view of
Dussehra
celebration
in the
picturesque
Kullu Valley

howdah in a colourful procession led by
six elephants across the city.
KULLU, HIMACHAL PRADESH
The burning of effigies of Ravana and
others and immersion of idols on Vijaya
Dashmi marks the end of Dussehra
celebrations across the country, but in
Kullu, the festivities start that day and
last for seven days. The history of the
festival in Kullu dates back to the 17th
century when local King Jagat Singh,
who ruled Kullu from 1637 to 1672,
installed an idol of lord Raghunath
on his throne as a mark of penance
for his wrongdoings. After this, lord
Raghunath was declared as the ruling
deity of the Kullu Valley.
The arrival of palanquin of goddess
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Hidimba from Manali kickstarts the
festivities in Kullu. On the first day of the
festival, the statue of Lord Raghunathji
is placed on a beautifully designed rath
(chariot), which is pulled by the locals
with the help of ropes from its original
place Dhalpur Maidan to another spot
where it stays for the next six days.
On the sixth day, the assembly of gods
takes place, which is called 'Mohalla'. The
village gods and goddesses dressed in
colourful attires along with their followers

and band of musicians attending the
assembly makes for a visual treat.
On the last day, the chariot is pulled to
the banks of river Beas where a pile of
thorn bushes is set on fire to symbolise
the burning of Lanka, and the idol of
Raghunathji returns to the temple on
the same chariot, marking the end of
the festivities. Kullu also plays host to
the international folk dance festival that
sees enthusiastic participation of folk
dance troops from across the globe.

AVIATION QUIZ
3. Which airport offers dental services?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.

AXE BRAND
UNIVERSAL OIL

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

OFF-SHORE NEW ZEALAND

WELCOME TO

MIDDLEEARTH
A land of snow-capped peaks, primeval forests
and glacier-carved river valleys, New Zealand
seemed destined to play a starring role in Peter
Jackson's Lord of the Rings films
Words : Shibaji Roychoudhury

A

s the planet heats up
environmentally
and
politically, it’s good to know
that New Zealand exists.
This uncrowded, green
and peaceful country is the ultimate
escape for travellers, adventure sports
enthusiasts and especially for Lord of the
Rings (LOTR) fans.
With the release of the first Lord of the
Rings film 15 years ago, New Zealand
was suddenly thrust on the travel radar
for a whole new generation. Its beautiful
landscapes from bubbling brooks to
snow-capped peaks and lush forest
valleys were the perfect setting for
director Peter Jackson’s vision of Middleearth, a fictitous world in legendary
British author JRR Tolkien's The Hobbit
and Lord of the Rings books.
The Hobbiton set is the country’s bestknown attraction today with close to half a
million visitors a year, but there is of course
a wealth of film locations (over 150 were
used during filming) far beyond ‘the Shire’.
For this trip, we suggest that you spend at
least a week to 10 days, to fully appreciate
the wonders of New Zealand.
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If you're travelling from India, New
Zealand is pretty far. There are no direct
flights to this destination, however, you
can get many one-stop international
flights to Auckland.
AUCKLAND
The ideal way to begin the LOTR tour is
by visiting 'The Hobbiton' set (portrayed
in the movies as 'The Shire') first
which is in a quaint little town called
Matamata, a two-and-a-half hour drive
from Auckland. Although, you should
consider spending a night in this vibrant
city before you begin your tour. The city
of Auckland is built on a volcanic field.
There are 50 volcanoes (dormant) within
an area of 1,000 sqkm, forming the hills,
lakes and basins of the city which makes
it look indifferently picturesque.
The SkyCity Grand Hotel on Federal
Street or Grand Millennium Hotel at
Mayoral Drive are excellent choices as
they are located in the downtown area
and offer mesmerising views. Best way
to travel in Auckland, or for that matter
in all of New Zealand, is by renting a car.
However, you could also choose to travel
in the local train and bus or rent-a-bicycle

OFF-SHORE NEW ZEALAND

A panoramic view of the Hobbiton landscape in Matamata

?

DID YOU KNOW

You can have your very
own Shire wedding in
Hobbiton! Located in
the beautiful Waikato
countryside in Matamata,
New Zealand, 'The Shire'
offers breathtaking photo
opportunities. For $6,000
you can rent the adorable
village and say, 'I do' in
the same place where
Frodo began his epic
quest.
In December 2001, ahead
of the release of The
Fellowship of the Rings,
New Zealand postal
service released a set
of six commemorative
stamps featuring
Gandalf, Galadriel,
Frodo, Sam, Aragorn,
Boromir and Saruman.
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if you don't intend to explore the city beyond the
downtown area.
AND SO IT BEGINS!
If you're not driving, take a bus to Matamata from
the Sky City bus terminal on Hobson Street. It takes
about three hours and 15 minutes to reach the
i-SITE office, the departure point for tours of 'The
Hobbiton'. The movie set is located in a privatelyowned sheep farm so don't be surprised if you spot
hundreds of sheep while touring the set.
However, if you are a die-hard LOTR fan, your
heart will skip a beat when you lay your eyes
on those rolling, emerald hills that stretch for
evergreen miles and leave you spellbound. As
you move further, that legendary green door –
home of Bilbo and Frodo Baggins and that bench
where Gandalf and Bilbo sat and smoked the
Old Toby pipe weed, greets you. Other than just

being spellbound at the sight of The Hobbiton,
you could explore several Hobbit holes (homes),
the mill and have a drink at the Green Dragon
Inn, although, unlike the films, there will be no
beautiful Rosie Cotton to greet you at the bar.
Once your Hobbiton tour is over and you want
to explore the Maori culture (native tribe of New
Zealand), make sure you visit this quaint little
pub called the Horse and Jockey Inn in downtown
Matamata. While it has nothing to do with the
equestrian trade, a large majority of the town's
native Maori population hangs out at this bar.
FIERY DEPTHS OF MORDOR
Head to Tongariro National Park in Turangi next
and go for the self-guided audio tour for NZ $30
of Mount Ngauruhoe depicted in the LOTR films
as Mt Doom! The near perfect volcanic cone of Mt
Ngauruhoe entices many visitors to its summit.

The movie set is located in a privately-owned sheep
farm so don't be surprised if you spot hundreds of
sheep while touring the set

OFF-SHORE NEW ZEALAND

NOT TO MISS IN
NEW ZEALAND

MILFORD SOUND
Off the coast of New Zealand, in the
Tasman Sea, huge granite cliffs rise
3,900ft or more, and plunge 300-1500
ft under the surface of the water.
These mountainous structures,
carved by ancient glaciers, are the
fjords of the Milford Sound.
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A view of
Mount
Ngauruhoe

Like Frodo and Sam, you can climb closer
to the fiery depths of Mordor by walking
the Tongariro Crossing. The entire cone
is largely constructed of soft ash and
is somewhat akin to climbing a sand
dune. This gives you the best view of Mt
Ngauruhoe.
It is a 3-hour trek and you should start
from the signed crossing at the south
crater. The easiest way up is by the rocky
ridge to the left of the scree slopes. Be
careful of loose rocks and do not attempt
this trek in winter without appropriate
mountain climbing equipment.
Getting
there
is
easy.
Buses
are available from the Matamata Central
Bus Station to Turangi's downtown

area from where you can take a cab
ride to the Tongariro National Park. You
could also cycle your way there. Stay
overnight at the Whakapapa Village
nearby for the much needed rest after
the strenuous trek and also to embrace
the Maori culture. There are some luxe
accommodations also available.
Your next destination is Wellington, a
four-hour bus ride from Turangi. The
drive to the Kiwi capital is one of the
most beautiful ones that New Zealand
has to offer.
ELVISH REAL-ESTATE
If you are visiting Middle Earth you cannot
miss scouting out the House of Elrond –
Imladris. The scenes of Rivendell were

OFF-SHORE NEW ZEALAND

A screenshot of Rivendell from the LOTR films

shot inside the Kaitoke Regional Park
in the Capital city of Wellington. Once
you arrive there, it is ideal for you to get
accommodation in Upper Hutt, a small
town near Wellington. Upper Hutt is
barely 16km from Kaitoke Regional Park
where most of the scenes of Rivendell
were shot.

“This is the Middleearth I had always
pictured. How can
New Zealand not
bewitch anyone who
visits.”
-Sir Ian McKellen, Actor
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Spoiler Alert! A lot of the visuals in the
movies were digitally altered so don't be
disheartened if Rivendell doesn't look
exactly like it did in the movies. A section
of the park includes a special exhibit
explaining the construction method and
how the final result was achieved for the
Elvish establishments portrayed in the
film. In addition to that, the place offers
many fun activities such as an opportunity
for you to get photographed in an Elvish
costume, draw the sword of Elendil for
a duel with your friend or shoot a few

arrows using the Galadhrim, the bow
of Legolas.
After all this, if you are still hungry for
more prime Elvish real estate, head to
Fernside Gardens, an hour’s drive from
Wellington city and about 45 minutes
drive from Kaitoke Regional Park. That’s
because it was the location used to
create Lothlorien, home of Elven Queen,
Lady Galadriel where you can explore
the stunning Eleven town of Lothlorien
where Queen Galadriel was shown giving
advice to Frodo before he goes on his
final journey to Mordor for destroying
the ring. The place is known for being
one of the oldest and grandest gardens
in New Zealand and has a beautiful rustic
charm to it. This place was also used as
the location for Smeagol's battle with
Deagol over ownership of the ring and it
makes for some picturesque photos.
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The Putangirua
Pinnacles, a part
of the Aorangi
Ranges in Wairarapa
District, southwest of
Wellington is going to
be the place for your
favourite photographs
and selfies
A bird's-eye
view of the
Putangirua
Pinnacles

ROAD TO DIMHOLT
The last leg of your LOTR trail is nearby as
well as it is an hour-and-a-half drive from
the city. The Putangirua Pinnacles, a part
of the Aorangi Ranges, Wairarapa District,
southwest of Wellington is going to be the
place for your favourite photographs and
selfies. Arguably one of the most impressive
LOTR locations, the Putangirua Pinnacles,

which depicted the Dimholt Road taken
by Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli to find the
Army of the Undead is a mesmerising
experience and a shutterbug's paradise.
You can walk along the stream-bed with
the pinnacles towering above you or take
the loop track from the stream junction to
the lookout. It'll take you about three hours
to finish the hiking.

Fortunately, there are return flights
available from Wellington for Delhi and
Mumbai, which means you don't have to
head all the way back to Auckland for your
return journey. So, if you are madly in love
with JRR Tolkien's fictional world of LOTR,
head to New Zealand and experience this
one-of-a-kind trip that'll ensure that you
relive the movies all over again.

Interline Partners
Vistara, India’s finest domestic airline, is simply the best way to travel within India and has been chosen as
the preferred air travel partner for 15 best-in-class international airlines for domestic & onward transfers.
Privileges
• Complimentary cabin class
upgrade*
• International baggage allowance*
• Through check-in*
• Seamless same terminal transfers
at Delhi T3 & Mumbai T2
• Accrual & redemption of frequent
flyer points*
• Complimentary gourmet meals
• 3-class cabin including Business
Class and India’s only Premium
Economy
*T&Cs apply
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TECH-KNOW AUTOMOBILES

THE FAST AND THE

LUXURIOUS

For those with deep pockets, a car is much more than just a mode
of transport. Their desire is to savour the ride as an unparalleled
experience. Keeping that in mind, we bring you a brief roundup of the
latest luxury cars that you need to get your hands on this season
Words : Riaan Jacob George

L

uxury cars in India is a
segment that is growing
rapidly. With companies like
Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi,
Jaguar, Land Rover, Volvo,
Bentley and Rolls Royce showcasing ever
growing sales every year reveals that
the number of Indian customers who
can afford flashy luxury automobiles is
rapidly increasing. But a luxury car isn’t
just supposed to be a comfortable and
large automobile that offers a great

rear seat experience. With the customer
becoming smarter every year, every
luxury car is now expected to offer great
driving dynamics, phenomenal quality,
and of course reliability.
FERRARI GTC4LUSSO T
Marking a huge step in its long and
prestigious history, the Italian luxury
car manufacturer wowed the market
with the debut of its plush four-seater,
four-wheel-drive GTC4Lusso, the latest

TECH-KNOW AUTOMOBILES

A panoramic
view of the
all-new BMW
5 series

FACT FILE
The Ferrari

The Ferrari GTC4Lusso
T has been designed
keeping a luxury sports
car in mind, but is
suitable for daily city
driving and is the first
four-seater to feature a
V8 engine, which packs in
a lot of punch in the form
of 610 cv at 7,500 rmp.

The BMW

One of the standout
features of the sedan
is the highly instinctive
BMW Gesture Control,
a technology concept
which earmarks six hand
gestures to correspond
to a number of functions,
ranging from accepting or
declining phone calls
or even changing a
camera angle.
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offering in its Grand Tourer line. The number
'4' in its nomenclature refers to both the fourseat configuration as well as the integration
of the rear-wheel steering with the fourwheel drive. In terms of its exterior design,
the GTC4Lusso T stands out with its sporty
break coupe design, with its unmistakable
streamlined, tapered shape, which fits in two
back seats. During the process of designing the
car, weight reduction was kept in mind, while
maintaining the sporty allure that Ferrari has
come to be known for.
One design highlight inside the car is the new
Dual Cockpit layout, which enables both driver
and passenger to enjoy the driving experience.
In addition, both front and back passengers
sit in plush wraparound seats designed for
extra comfort. The cockpit panel features
an interactive navigation and infotainment
platform, including a 10.25-inch HD touch
screen. The car also features Apple CarPlay
compatibility.
The thrill of driving any Ferrari lies in its
unmistakable sound. Closing the valve, the
sound is reduced for city driving. The open valve
ensures that thrilling sound corresponding to
your low and high revs.
ALL-NEW BMW 5 SERIES
Amidst much fanfare, the German carmaker
launched its 'All-New' BMW 5 Series, much to
the delight of Indian luxury consumers. The
7th generation of the sports-business sedan,
which BMW aptly refers to as the 'Business

Athlete' is characterised by its athletic
design and dynamics, coupled with a whole
new range of technological innovations for
comfort, connectivity, communication and
safety. Moreover, the car’s new lightweight
construction has rendered it 70kgs lighter than
its predecessor. BMW’s unmistakable design
cue – the forward-surging appearance – is
instantly visible.
Another feature in the All-New BMW 5 Series
is the Remote Control Parking and BMW
Display Key with a touchscreen, enabling a
driver to manoeuvre the car into a tight parking
spot while standing outside the vehicle. The
smart key also displays other information like
mileage, fuel level, cabin temperature and
even service reminders. Driving is a breeze
thanks to the eight-speed Steptronic Sport
automatic transmission and features like
the Dynamic Damper Control and Driving
Experience Control to ensure improved drive
quality and optimal use of the different drive
modes (Comfort, Sport, Sport+, ECO PRO and
Adaptive).
MERCEDES-AMG GLC 4MATIC COUPE
Mercedez-Benz in India celebrated the 50th
anniversary of its AMG unit with much fanfare
by launching the stunning Mercedes-AMG GLC
43 4MATIC Coupe. This model also happens to
be the company’s 10th product from the AMG
car offering in India. The SUV Coupe is a perfect
marriage of luxury, driving performance and
agility, with its genes on the race track but suited
for everyday driving on the street.
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For off-roaders, the new
Mercedes coupe comes with
a special Air Body Control
suspension system

In terms of driving modes, the SUV offers
5 AMG Dynamic Select transmission
modes, like Individual, Comfort, Slippery,
Sport and Sport+ mode. Another perk
is the AMG speed-sensitive sports
steering which enables better control
during steering, and a sporty driving
experience. Sporting enthusiasts will
appreciate the NANOSLIDE® coating of
the cylinder liners, which are the same
ones used in the Formula 1 engines of
Mercedes-Benz Petronas.
For off-roaders, the car comes with a
special Air Body Control suspension
system. The interiors are designed
keeping in mind AMG’s sports heritage
– sports steering wheel covered in
Nappa leather, instrument cluster panel
with chequered-flag design, brushed
stainless-steel sports pedals and the
most luxurious touch, the upholstery in
Artico man-made leather.

Interiors of the new Mercedes coupe

The GLC 43 4MATIC Coupe also happens
to be one of the safest cars in its
segment with innovative features such

as Adaptive Braking, Hill Start Assist,
tyre pressure monitor, and a 360-degree
parking camera.
VOLVO V90 CROSS COUNTRY
Discerning off-roaders found reason
to rejoice as Volvo launched its new
V90 Cross Country, marking its bullish
expansion into this segment, that it
pioneered two decades ago. With an aim
to provide Indian luxury consumers with a
car that marries off-roading performance,
on-road comfort and luxury, Volvo has
designed its V90 Cross Country to be ideal
for Indian road conditions. It translates
perfectly from city roads to off-road.
The V90 Cross Country is powered by a
powerful diesel engine featuring Volvo’s
patented Power Pulse Technology, lending
a consistent boost to the accelerator. The
twin-turbo engine is complemented by
an eight-speed gear transmission, with
easy paddle shifts. The car features four
different drive modes – Eco, Comfort,
Dynamic and Off-road – for both city and
off-road conditions.

94.3 RADIO ONE. CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
OF BEING THE MOST LIKED RADIO STATION BRAND !

We, at 94.3 Radio One, run the most
differentiated & upscale FM radio stations in
Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Pune, Kolkata,
Chennai & Ahmedabad. In the highest
advertiser revenue markets of Delhi, Mumbai
& Bangalore we are the MOST LIKED RADIO
STATIONS ON FACEBOOK.
This means we have the largest and most
engaged listener fan base in these markets as
compared to any other radio station in these
cities! We thank our listeners, advertisers and
well wishers for supporting us through this 10
year journey. As we celebrate this 10th year
with you all, please look out for more
excitement in the coming months on our radio
stations and in the digital space. Thank you
for upgrading to 94.3 Radio One and giving
us the '10 on 10’ feeling!

MUMBAI PAGE

FACEBOOK LIKES

DELHI PAGE
Radio One
3,37,058

Fever 104

2,00,069

BANGALORE PAGE

Radio One
3,31,306
Fever 104
1,53,949

Big FM
31,857

Radio Nasha
17,281

Radio One
3,38,743

Radio Mirchi
15,799

Hit FM 95
10,649

Big FM
3,038

Radio Nasha
17,190

Radio Mirchi
26,2390
Red FM
1,64,079

Fever 104
1,01,262

Big FM
87

Indigo
92,701

WE ARE ALSO THE MOST LIKED STATION ON FACEBOOK IN PUNE, MOST LIKED BOLLYWOOD
STATION IN CHENNAI AND THE MOST LIKED HINDI RETRO STATION IN KOLKATA. (data as on 26 Aug 2017)

TECH-KNOW AUTOMOBILES

Porche 911 GT2 RS in action and its interiors

Porsche 911 GT2 RS is the
top-end model from the nearmotorsport GT series and boasts
a significant jump in power
thanks to its highly efficient
biturbo 3.8 litre engine which
delivers an impressive 700 hp

In terms of its off-roading capabilities,
the V90 starts with an impressive 210
mm ground clearance and is packed
with features like Hill Descent Control
and air suspension on the rear wheels
for increased efficiency in rough terrain.
The luxurious interiors are a case in point
of Swedish elegance with Nappa leather
seats (the front seats have a cooling and
heating feature), an interactive touchenabled infotainment system and a
sound system featuring 19 speakers by
Bowers & Wilkins.
It is no secret that Volvo produces some
of the safest cars in the world and the
V90 Cross Country is no exception with
its features like collision warning, blindspot detection, read collision warning
and lane keeping-aid, park pilot assist
and adaptive cruise control.
PORSCHE 911 GT2 RS
The German carmaker released its
exceptional 911 GT2 RS, said to be the
fastest and most-road approved 911 ever
built, at the Goodwood Festival of Speed

2017 recently. This is the top-end model
from the near-motorsport GT series
and boasts a significant jump in power
thanks to its highly efficient biturbo 3.8
litre engine which delivers an impressive
700 hp. The car comes with a system that
cools the engine at high speeds and peak
loads. Another technological innovation
that characterises this car is the
tremendous power in the rear wheels.
This model comes with a seven-speed
Porsche double-clutch transmission.
The car’s highly aerodynamic racing
chassis, coupled with high-performance
tyres help it achieve these speeds. In
addition, the chassis features large air
intakes and outlets and a striking rear
wing. The bonnet of the car is made in
carbon to make it as light as possible.
The interiors reflect Porsche’s sporty
exteriors and feature red Alcantara,
black leather and the recurring design
motif of the carbon-weave finish. The
bucket seats are designed to make
long, high-speed drives as comfortable
as possible.

AVIATION QUIZ
Interiors of the new Volvo V90

4. Which airport has a butterfly garden?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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LEISURE FOOD

A TASTE OF

TIBET

Over the years, Indians have been exposed to many exquisite cuisines from
around the globe, but their fascination for Tibetan food continues even today.
Momos and thukpa may be all that most of us believe to be Tibetan food, but in
reality, there is much more to this cuisine
Words: Mini Ribeiro

T

he Tibetan cuisine is distinct and
unique. Chef Tenzin Nyandak,
Executive Sous Chef, Four Points
by Sheraton Pune, avers, “What
we enjoy today across India is a
much more elaborate and evolved version
of the original Tibetan cuisine. Many dishes
are influenced by Tibet's Indian, Chinese and
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Nepalese neighbours and include ingredients
that are used in those regions. Yet, the core
of Tibetan food remains unchanged and
is soulful.”
The harsh climate in Tibet determines what
the locals eat. The Tibetan plateau permits
only a narrow range of productive harvest.

LEISURE FOOD

Map not to scale

Delhi

TIBETAN FOOD IN
DELHI
YETI - THE HIMALAYAN KITCHEN
Enjoy generous portions of the
delectable Tibetan cuisine at this
Greater Kailash II restaurant in south
Delhi that will take you to the hills
instantly. Devour the juicy momos, and
clear thukpa along with food that traces
back to Nepal and Tibet.

The traditional Tibetan Thukpa

RIGO RESTAURANT
This quaint eatery at Majnu Ka Tila is
the perfect place if you want to load
up on some piping hot Tibetan curries
and seafood dishes in addition to the
quintessential dumplings. Slurp on
piping hot and delicious thukpa as your
palate goes on a buff momo binge.

WANGCHUK’S LADAKHI KITCHEN
Located in phase 4 Gurugram, this is
the perfect place to head to with friends
or family. Definitely try their chicken
or pork steamed momos and their
Tibetan platter which offers quite a few
delectable delights.
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With the exception of hardy greens like
mustard and cabbage and root vegetables
like turnips, carrots, and potatoes, it is very
difficult to cultivate vegetables here.
Tibetans believe barley flour, butter, tea
and cheese represent the four elements
of the universe, namely earth, fire, water
and wind.
Chef Tenzin Dhodon Sharling quips,
“Tibetan fare is generally characterised by
simple, rustic and hearty dishes which are
prepared by steaming, boiling or stewing.
The key ingredients are mokro (black fungus
mushroom), aerma (Sichuan peppercorns),
red dried chillies, celery and droma (dry
fruits). Breakfast in Tibet is typically, tsampa,
tea and thue, while lunch is more elaborate

comprising rice, stews, meat, tingmo and
momos. Dinner is usually different types of
soup noodles.”
Barley is a key ingredient of their diet and
meats like yak, mutton and dairy products
are intrinsic elements of Tibetan food. At
the eastern border, where Tibet adjoins
the Sichuan province of China, chillies and
Sichuan peppercorns flavour the dishes; in
the West, near India and Nepal, cumin and
garam masala.
BARLEY
Barley undoubtedly occupies a pride of place
in a Tibetan household. The key ingredient
for tsampa, barley is used in other dishes
too across meals and sometimes in drinks
as well.

LEISURE FOOD

Map not to scale

Mumbai

TIBETAN FOOD
IN MUMBAI
SERNYAA TIBETAN RESTAURANT
Located in Malad West, this place
serves authentic Tibetan dishes and
is also managed by a family of Tibetan
origin.

THE DARJEELING
The best items on the menu of this
Andheri West Tibetan restaurant are
its combo meals which include momos,
thukpa, shapta, a non vegetarian curry
and steamed rice.
A portion of Gyuma

Tsampa, the ubiquitous Tibetan dish
where the barley is parched, unhusked
and then ground into a flour and finally
roasted, is a staple. Tibetans have a
special way of eating tsampa. They
usually put two or three spoons of
ground tsampa into butter tea, hold
the bowl in the palm of their left hand,
turn the bowl round and round while
whipping the flour and butter tea (bo
cha) into a paste. Tibetans believe that
if you have done it right, your hands
should be clean and it shouldn't stick
to your fingers. Sugar and cheese can
be added, if desired. The end-product
tastes a little rough and dry on the
throat. It just has to be mixed with
water and consumed.
A barley festival called 'hashing' or new
crop, during which old roasted barley
flour is replaced with new tsampa and
multiple offerings are made to the gods,
takes place at the beginning of May
every year.
Barley is also used for brewing beer and
ale which is consumed in Tibet.
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On the global platform, momos and thukpa are
by far the most commonly recognised dishes
of the Tibetan cuisine
MEAT
Meat forms an intrinsic part of the
Tibetan diet. The tradition of meateating is strong because without meat
as a source of fat and protein, Tibetans
simply could not have survived on their
high, cold plateau for centuries. Yak
meat, beef, lamb and sheep are common.
Tibetans do not eat chicken or fish owing
to some religious beliefs.
Luksa shamdeh or Tibetan lamb curry,
Sha bake or a meat pastry, beef momos,
gyuma or blood sausage, lowa or stuffed
lung which is sliced and stir fried with
onion and chillies, shokok phing sha
or a meat stew with potato and glass
noodle, are some of the regular dishes
eaten in Tibet, informs Chef Tenzin
Dhodon Sharling.

Momos and thukpa are by far the most
common dishes of this cuisine known
globally. The dish was initially popular
among the Newar community of the
Kathmandu valley. As a result, it is
believed that travelling Newar merchants
brought the recipe and the name momo
from Lhasa, Tibet where this had been a
traditional delicacy for centuries.
Sha momo, a juicy beef variety that contains
garlic, onion, ginger, soy sauce, Sichuan
peppercorn and sometimes Chinese celery,
is hugely popular and unofficially their
National dish. Sha momo literally translates
to meat dumpling. While in other parts of
the world and India, momos may be filled
with pork, chicken and sea food, in Tibet
that meat is often yak. Tibetans add a bit of
oil and water to the filling as the yak meat is

LEISURE FOOD

Map not to scale

Kolkata

TIBETAN FOOD
IN KOLKATA
THE BLUE POPPY
Located in the famous Sikkim House
building on Carmac Street, this
restaurant offers a variety of Tibetan
dishes. The place is especially popular
for its noodle soups and fried wantons.
For vegetarians, mushroom shapta is a
preferred choice.

MOMO I AM
As the name suggests, this restaurant
in Lake Gardens is one of the most
popular places for dumplings in
Kolkata. It is also one of the few places
in the 'city of joy' that serves delicious
non vegetarian BAOs and Tibetan bowl
meals.

THE NOODLE STORY
This quaint little eatery in Kankurgachi
has a unique concept. They let you
make your own dish. You can choose
your own toppings from an assortment
and add Tibetan spices and sauce of
your choice.
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Tea apart, Tibetans also drink Chang, a barley wine
that is mildly intoxicating and thick and white with a
sweet and pungent taste
tough. Typically, momos are eaten dipped in sepen,
a brick-red chilli paste to enhance the flavours of
the otherwise bland dish.

Tea apart, Tibetan also drink Chang, a barley
wine is mildly intoxicating and is thick and white
with a sweet and pungent taste.

In some homes, momos, moist with yak fat,
fragrant with yak butter, are enjoyed with a cup
of yak butter tea. Upon biting into it, the scented
flavoursome broth bursts into the mouth.

BREADS
Springy, pillowy and soft, the breads in Tibet are
varied and an essential part of their meals. A
puffy, thick steamed bun called tingmo, is one of
the most popular ones. More rugged but similar
to the Chinese mantou, this is a must in every
home. Another unfermented sweet flatbread
which is fried, is eaten at breakfast with honey.
Balep, the dense but porous Tibetan bread is a
part of breakfast as well as lunch.

TEA AND OTHER DRINKS
Given the cold weather, a hot drink is a must in
Tibet. The female yak called ‘dri’ in Tibet, produces
a rich milk used in making cheese, yogurt, and of
course the ubiquitous yak butter. The butter tea
is made by boiling tea leaves in water for many
hours. After the leaves have been removed from
the water, salt is added to it and finally butter
is churned in. This purplish tea is known for its
smoky, potent flavours and is sipped throughout
the day. One needs to blow aside the floating
pieces of butter before you drink this tea. Among
its many virtues, this tea helps to keep the body
warm, fight hunger and aid in digestion.
Apart from the butter tea, there is also Bhod Jha,
meaning 'Tea from Tibet', a unique kind of tea
found only in Tibet.

DESSERTS
According to Chef Tenzin Nyandak, Tibetan
cuisine does not abound in desserts, but dough
balls in caramelised sugar and butter are relished.
Interestingly, traditional homemade Losar bread
is sold on street corners. While these look like
loaves of bread, these deep-fried cookies are
eaten as sweets for Tibetan celebrations.
This heartwarming cuisine has travelled a long
way from its place of origin and has fitted very
well into the desi food habits.

IN FOCUS

THE MARATHON MAN
Chhattisgarh has witnessed an era of economic growth and development under
the leadership of Chief Minister, Dr. Raman Singh

“With the advent of BJP government,
Chhattisgarh, ‘A Naxal-hit’ State, has completed
an uninterrupted 5,000 days, riding on welfare
schemes and infrastructural development. Around
14 lakh families have been benefitted from
PM Ujjwala Yojna, target for which has been
extended to 35 lakhs. Also, 11 lakh families were
benefitted from PM Awas Yojna and the power
generation capacity as well as telecommunication
facilities have increased in the state.”
Dr. Raman Singh, Chief Minister, Chhattisgarh

C

hhattisgarh Chief Minister,
Dr. Raman Singh has made
history by becoming the first
Chief Minister of Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) to head
the government uninterrupted for 5,000
days. Under the leadership of Dr. Raman
Singh, the state has witnessed a significant
growth story in terms of per capita income,
Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) and
power generation.
The per capita income has increased from
`12,000 to `82,000. The power production
in the state has increased from 4,732
MW to 22,764 MW while transmission
lines have extended from 5,205 circuit
kilometeres (kms.) to 11,522 circuit kms.
State’s electricity transmission capacity
has increased from 1,350 MW to 6,350 MW
along with an increase in average per capita

electricity consumption from 350 units to
1,724 units, being the highest in the country.

Action Plan and has attained an impressive
score of 97.32 per cent in the same.

The state government has also initiated
tree plantation drive in order to save
the forest cover, under the ‘Harihar
Chhattisgarh Afforestation Mission’, where
people are encouraged to plant saplings
and join the drive. Besides increasing the
green glory through tree plantation drive,
the state government has flourished on
the industrial front as well. According to
the Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion (DIPP) and World Bank, the state
of Chhattisgarh was ranked fourth in Ease
of Doing Business (EoDB) among 36 Indian
States and Union Territories, in the year
2016. As part of the second comprehensive
assessment unertaken in India, state has
successfully implemented 327 out of 340
reforms of prescribed Business Reforms

Government of Chhattisgarh has also
announced ‘Chhattisgarh Sanchar Kranti
Yojna’ (CG-SKY), an ambitious endeavor
of the State Government to improve
telecom connectivity significantly across
Chhattisgarh.
Under this scheme, the government will
give smartphones to all rural households,
urban BPL households and college
going students under Chhattisgarh
Sanchar Kranti Yojna (CG-SKY). 55 lakh
smartphones will be distributed across
the state in two phases. This will pave the
way for the telecom connectivity in alll the
unconnected villages, having population of
over 1000. The first phase of smartphone
distribution will start from January, 2018.
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PEOPLE PERSONALITY

A MAN FOR ALL

SEASONS

Pushing 50 but definitely not showing it, Akshay Kumar is one of the fittest
stars around. An outsider in Bollywood, the action star has created a niche
for himself and is one of the biggest actors in the industry today
Words : Aarti Kapur Singh

T

he star has taken an offbeat
route in 2017 with more than
half a dozen films that take
him away from his actionhero image (barring his
role as a villain in the Rajnikanth-starrer
2.0). His most recent release, Toilet:
Ek Prem Katha, which is based on the
concept of Swacch Bharat Abhiyan and
highlights the lack of sanitation facilities
in rural India, saw him paired with actor
Bhumi Pednekar. Padman, which will be
wife Twinkle Khanna’s first production
under her Mrs Funnybones Movies
banner, is said to be based on the life
of Arunachalam Muruganantham, who
became famous for inventing affordable
sanitary napkins for women. It will also
star Akshay, and is set to release in April
next year. If this wasn't enough, he also
has Neeraj Pandey’s Crack (based on the
subject of schizophrenia). The talented
superstar will also be seen opposite
Mouni Roy in Reema Kagti’s Gold.
Ask him about his recent off-beat
career choices, and Akshay says, "For
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me, the real hero of a film is the story.
I enjoy challenges. That's why I have got
something different in all my upcoming
films," adding, "The audience today is
changing. They are looking at cinema as
a medium of constructive and positive
change. Real issues need to be discussed."
In the same vein he asserts that the idea
is not to preach, but say what needs to
be said with slight humour, subtlety and
the maturity that the subject demands.
"Nobody takes lectures and bhaashans
well. In this scenario, we have to say
what we want to say in a language that
people understand. Toilet is a movie
for the masses with a strong message
focussing on cleanliness."

adulation from people, it is a shame if I
can't use it for something more positive.
I don’t know if I will be able to inspire
people or change their thinking, but I
can try and influence them to do the
right thing. Maybe a few will actually
listen," he says on his active presence
on social media, adding, "In our vast and
diverse country, it is impossible to change
everything in just one go. It took years to
pile up the garbage, so obviously, nothing
can change in one day. What we can do
is hope that people become sensitive and
intelligent enough to understand this.
I do my own work, by putting up small
videos, where I ask people to think about
our country. I never criticise them."

INSPIRING THE AUDIENCE
Of late, Akshay is taking advantage of
his public identity to rouse collective
consciousness on a wide variety of
issues, especially through social media. "I
have a responsibility as a public figure. I
often think of my growing up years when
hamein lagta tha ki hero toh sab kuch
kar sakta hai. So if I have that kind of

MAKING A STYLE OF HIS OWN
Not just a social role model, Akshay, even
at 50, remains a style icon for youngsters
half his age. Ask him how he manages
to look the way he does, Akshay smiles
disarmingly and says, "Even if they
don't believe I am an icon, I would like
to believe so anyway. The credit that I
wear good clothes goes entirely to my

“The audience

today is changing.
They are looking
at cinema as
a medium of
constructive and
positive change.
Real issues need to
be discussed.”

PEOPLE PERSONALITY

“I will never ever
have protein
shakes…”
– Akshay Kumar

KNOW THE ACTOR
Watch the 'Lazar Novovic Dear Hard
Work' video on YouTube to see the
principle Akshay has followed all his
life. Here is what all he manages to
pack into his schedule, because for him,
'Fitness is first'.

Akshay likes kick-boxing and shadowboxing, parkour, and other sports like
basketball and enjoys trekking. He also
teaches at his self-defence school for
girls in Mumbai.

Akshay practices yoga for a strong
mind. "I practice Yamas, Niyamas,
Santosha, meditation and stretching
yoga," he shares.

Akshay detests weight training. "I don't
pick up weights at all. It’s best to pick
up your own body weight by engaging
in rock climbing, hiking, skipping or
swinging," he says.

Complimenting his wife Twinkle, on
the support he gets from her, Akshay
says, "Our friendship and respect for
each other keeps us going. Whenever
there is an outdoor shoot, I always feel
the need to come back home. Space is
very important for a couple. We share
responsibilities. Due to my hectic
schedule, I don't get the chance to
spend enough time with my kids. But,
Twinkle does take care of them fully.
When it comes to outdoor activities like
swimming or martial arts, I am the one
who takes them out. And she always
points out in her very nice
way - when I falter. "
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beautiful wife. She has really helped me
evolve a sartorial sense. My mother-inlaw [veteran actress Dimple Kapadia] is a
style icon and wouldn't have it any other
way. I have no option but match up to
the ladies in the family. When my house
was being built, my stance was to say
nothing. And it looks pretty damn good.
The same way, when she tells me what
to wear, whether it's by bullying or not,
I just follow her instructions." He also
attributes his commitment to fitness
to his looks. Undeniably, one of the the
fittest Bollywood stars, Akshay has
always been a fitness freak, even before
he entered Bollywood. He is a black belt
in Taekwondo and learnt Muay Thai in
Thailand where he worked as a chef
before starting his acting career. During
the shooting of Singh is King, he climbed
74 floors in Singapore. He is so fond
of climbing that the actor has planted
an artificial tree in his gym. "Fitness is
a sense of completeness - in how you
feel, how you look and how you treat
your body and mind. Fitness comes from

keeping your body active and there are
different ways to do so without hitting
the gym. But that does not mean you do
not work your body. Take out at least one
hour every day to exercise, in any form. If
you can’t exercise, just go for a walk for
an hour. There’s nothing that your body
loves more than a good night’s rest and
an early start. Despite a packed schedule,
I wake up with the sun and eat before
it sets. After an early dinner at around
7.30pm, I'm in bed by 9pm. I love my sleep
and I hate night shifts," he reveals.
HEALTH COMES FIRST
Akshay leads a disciplined life with no
intake of liquor, nicotine, coffee or even
tea. He avoids parties. He believes in a
good workout routine, combined with
a balanced diet and healthy lifestyle.
Akshay says, “There is nothing like
maintaining good health. Over the
years, I have tried and experimented
with various techniques and routines
to stay fit but my preference is toward
natural therapy.”

AVIATION QUIZ
5. Which airport has the world's longest runway?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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LEISURE MUSIC

SCHOOL OF

Northeast India, the unexplored paradise on earth, is not only blessed with
natural beauty, unique culture and rare wildlife, it is also very rich in music,
especially the rock genre. Let's explore some of the popular rock musicians
from northeast of India
Words: Aritra Ghosh

F

or rock music fans, northeast
India is heaven. All seven
sister states – Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya,
Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura
and Nagaland along with the Himalayan
state of Sikkim have been the epicentre
of rock music since the early 70s. Today,
some of the most popular rock music
festivals in the country, such as the Ziro

Music Fest (Arunachal Pradesh), Shine
A Light (Meghalaya) and Goodstock
(Assam) take place in the northeast.
Shillong, the capital city of Meghalaya,
is better known as the 'Rock capital
of India'. Many prestigious bands
have successfully emerged from the
northeastern hills of India to capture the
hearts of millions of music lovers. Let's
take a look at few such popular bands:
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MOMENT OF

GLORY

Abiogenesis
became the
first band to be
presented with the
Governor's Award
during a ceremony
on January 26, 2017
at the Raj Bhawan,
Kohima, where they
performed and
received the Award
called Distinction in
Folk Fusion Music.

1

ABIOGENESIS

Hailing from Nagaland, Abiogenesis
is a rock band renowned for creating
a fusion of modern rock with folk
music since their formation in 1991. The
name, Abiogenesis, means 'the original
evolution of life or living organisms from
inorganic or inanimate substances'.
“Many youngsters at that time were drug
addicts including fellow musicians. We

found it appropriate to name the band
Abiogenesis, as our mission through our
songs was to deviate them from these
habits,” lead guitarist of the band, Moa
Subong said.
According to him, the youth today is
oblivious of the rich folk music that the
state of Nagaland has had over centuries.

The band attempts to explore Howey
music, the fusion of Naga and other
Indian folk music with rock music, that
sounds 'cool', while also educating the
youth about their culture and heritage.
To achieve this, Subong developed a
musical instrument called BamHum, a
modern musical wind instrument made
of bamboo.

2

LUCID RECESS

As the name suggests, 'a temporary break',
this Guwahati-based alternative metal
band envisages to provide a break from
daily rigours of life through their music.

According to the band members, rock
music is integral to the culture of
northeast Indian states. “Music has
become a part of our lives while growing
up, singing and playing all the classics
of the rock genre. For us, it's more than
just music, it's tradition, it’s love,” says
Amitabh Barooa, lead vocalist.

WHO ARE

LUCID RECESS?
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The band was formed by two brothers, Amitabh and Siddharth Barooa in
2004. Drummer, Partha Boro joined them in 2010.

He insists that the way to reach the
heart and soul of the audience is
by creating original compositions.
“The reason we got recognition
outside of Assam was because of our
original songs. We always played self
compositions at shows while everyone
was playing covers. As an artist, people
will remember you by what you create
and not what you replicate.”

MOMENT OF

GLORY

In 2014, ANTB
released ‘All We Have
is Now’ which was
mixed by Grammy
Nominee Tim Palmer,
who has worked with
bands like Jason
Mraz, U2, Ozzy
Osbourne, David
Bowie and the likes.

3

ALOBO NAGA AND THE BAND

While Shillong may be the 'rock capital',
Nagaland too is known for its musical
influence. Alobo Naga and The Band, a
contemporary progressive band formed
in 2010, has established itself both in India
and abroad. With Coldplay, 30 Seconds
to Mars, Incubus, TOE, The Script and
Kings of Leon as their inspirations, they
have truly made their music stand out.
“Recognition comes only when you stand
out in the crowd. And when you are given

that one chance, it boils down to what you
do with it. We live in a world where talent
is mushrooming almost every second and
people are easily forgotten. It takes a strong
management team and sheer will to make it
to the top.” members of ANTB said.
The band, in 2010, had a turntablist
(DJ) which was kind of the USP of the
band. That made ANTB's music unique,
allowing them to make heads turn
every time they performed on the

4

WHO ARE

AFFLATUS?

GRACE MILLER
Vocals
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KAREN DONOGHUE
Guitars

stage. Also, they decided to focus a lot
on simplicity, melody and rhythm in
their songwriting.
Alobo Naga & The Band’s song Painted
Dreams was selected as the theme song
of the prestigious International Short
Film Festival 2011 – Guwahati. The song
went up to No.4 at International Top
10 chart on VH1, and was successively
pronounced one of the top 50 videos of
2011 by the channel.

AFFLATUS

Being one of the first 'All Girl Rock Band'
from India, Afflatus has successfully
established a place in the rock music
industry in the country. The word
Afflatus pronounced as Uh-flay-tus
has a Latin origin which means 'divine
inspiration'. Formed in 2004, this band
consists of childhood friends.

were exposed to music in every form
and genre, from church choirs to heavy
metal mosh pits. We never realised that
being one of the very first all girl band in
the country was something very special.
To us it was just doing what we loved.
Sharing a message of hope at most,
through our songs.”

Hailing from Shillong, Afflatus is an all
girl rock band. “Being from Shillong, we

Afflatus strongly believes that North
East is a volcano of talent and once it
erupts, it will unleash a still untapped
potential of greatness, not just in the
field of music alone.

SHARON ZADENG
Bass

MERCY MILLER
Drums

TAROT

MONTHLY FORECAST
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Good planning on your part will help in
avoiding pitfalls on a project at work. Some
of you are likely to reach the final stage of
acquiring property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Light Red

Your hard work and thorough preparation
will find you perform excellently on the
academic front. Financial worries are likely to
become a thing of the past.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Lavender

Romantic endeavours are likely to get a
positive response. An excursion with friends
promises to be exciting. Those preparing for
competitive exams should focus harder.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Rose

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Someone in the family is likely to make you
proud. Ailments are likely to disappear, as you
enter a healthy phase of life. Try to maintain a
good understanding with your loved ones.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Silver

Positive results will shower on the
professional front. Addressing domestic
issues need to be a priority. Keep a low sugar
diet to maintain better health.
Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You are likely to set an example for others
on the professional front. Systemic
approach to workplace problems will save
you from falling into obvious pitfalls.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

Previous investments may start giving
handsome returns. Attending a wedding
or a function is indicated and will help in
expanding your social base.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Continue to remain health conscious with
the aim to become fit. A social gathering is
on the cards for some. You will find things
easing out a bit on the academic front.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Chocolate

You will be able to manage a hectic work
schedule. A profitable journey is foreseen
for those on a business trip. Investing in
gold is likely to give you good returns.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Royal Blue

cancer

scorpio

pisces

June 21 - July 22

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

You are likely to enjoy someone’s company
close to you. You will impress your superiors
at work. Romantic moments with someone
special in your life cannot be ruled out.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Electric Grey

You may need to keep a close tab on someone
you have employed or are working with.
Investment options will be aplenty, but you will
do well if you wait for some more time.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Crimson

You are likely to take on more challenging
jobs at work just to showcase your
capabilities. You will find people warming
up towards you on the social front.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: All Shades of Green

MANISHA KOUSHIK, TAROT CARD READER
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Celebrity tarot card reader, numerologist, vaastu and fengshui
expert Manisha Koushik gives an insight into what the month ahead has in store for each Sun sign. For details visit: www.askmanisha.com
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IN FOCUS

AJAY KUMAR GARG ENGINEERING COLLEGE

SCALING THE ZENITH OF EXCELLENCE
Driven by its commitment to provide quality technical education, Ajay Kumar
Garg Engineering College has become one of the best Engineering Institutions in
Uttar Pradesh

placed in reputed companies like Infosys,
MAQ Software,Tech Mahindra, TCS, HCL,
HP IBM India, Ericcson, Torrent etc.
The college has established a number of
Centres of Excellence in collaboration with
eminent multinational industries. These
include Industrial Robotic Training Centre in
collaboration with Kuka Robotics, Centre of
Competence in Automation Technologies
with Bosch Rexroth, LabVIEW Academy with
National Instruments, Product Life Cycle
Management (PLM) Centre with SIEMENS,
Industrial Pneumatic Knowledge Centre
with Janatics India and a Competency
Development Centre in Integrated
Automation with Automation Industries
Association and industry partners like
Pepperl & Fuchs, B&R, Festo and Siemens.
The primary objective of these centres is to
provide industrially relevant training in these
inter-disciplinary state-of-art technologies
to bridge the gap between academic
curriculum and industry needs.

A

jay Kumar Garg Engineering
College (AKGEC), Ghaziabad,
Uttar Pradesh, is approved
by AICTE and affiliated to Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam Technical
University, Lucknow. The college,
established in 1998, offers B.Tech Courses
in seven disciplines of engineering and PG
courses in Computer Application (MCA)
and M.Tech in six engineering disciplines.
The college is certified for ISO 9001- 2008
by BSI, UK and accredited by NAAC.
AKGEC has excellent infrastructure with
state-of-the-art laboratories, computing
facilities, automated library with e-journals,
modern well-furnished hostels for 1500
students and faculty residences on its WiFi enabled 40 acres campus.
The college also has highly qualified faculty
lead by its Director, Dr R.K. Agarwal, who is
an alumnus of IIT Kanpur, CIT, UK and IISc
Bangalore with vast teaching, research and
administrative experience. The college has
been consistently maintaining excellent
results and has 12 students in the 2015-16

“The college has
established a number of
Centres of Excellence
in collaboration with
eminent multinational
industries, curriculum
and industry needs.”
Dr R.K. Agarwal
Director, AKGEC

top ten AKTU merit lists with 3 Gold, 1
Silver and 1 Bronze medals. During the
year 2016-17 over 600 students have been

To expand the outreach of this facility and
to align its objective with ‘Make in India’
and ‘Startup India’ initiative launched by
Government of India through ‘Skill India
Mission’, AKGEC Skills Foundation has been
established as a funded training partner
of National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC), under PPP of Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship. Under
this program Advance Welding Technology
and Advance Manufacturing Centre have
been established.
The college has the unique distinction
of receiving the Academic Excellence
Award for Best Engineering College in
UPTU for the two successive years from
His Excellency the Governor of UP. The
college is also the recipient of Best Industry
Interface from the Hon’ble Minister of
Science & Technology, U.P. Government.
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PHOTO FRAMES

BANGKOK, THAILAND
Ramakien, the Thai version of the Ramayana
is an integral part of Thai culture. In this khon,
masked dance drama, you can see the Thai
version of Hanuman sporting a mask of white
colour, wearing a diadem while performing the
traditional dance.
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SEEKING

RAMAYANA
ACROSS SOUTHEAST ASIA
The Ramayana might have its roots in India, but Prince Rama’s quest
to rescue Sita from the ten-headed Ravana is among the world’s
most popular stories, one that plays out in many colourful ways
across South East Asia
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PHOTO FRAMES
YOGYAKARTA, INDONESIA
Here, the Ramayana is called Kakawin
and is inspired by a Sanskrit poem
called Bhattikavya that features the
same characters as Valmiki’s epic, but
tells a slightly different version of the
story. In the featured act, Hanuman can
be seen setting Ravana's Lanka on fire.

BANGKOK, THAILAND
Artists performing khon, a genre
of dance-drama based on the story
of Ramayana from Thailand. It is
traditionally performed solely in
the royal court, by men in masks
accompanied by narrators and a
traditional piphat ensemble.
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PHOTO FRAMES
SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
Three Khmer classical
dancers performing Reamker,
the Cambodian version of
Ramayana. It adapts the Hindu
ideas to Buddhist themes and
shows the balance of good and
evil in the world.
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PHOTO FRAMES

YOGYAKARTA, INDONESIA
In the city of Yogyakarta, Kakawin
ballet recitals featuring hundreds
of dancers, extravagant costumes,
and fire shows, are held in the
open air theatre of the Prambanan
Temple Complex, which dates
back to the 9th century. In the
scene depicted here, Ravana has
abducted Sita.

KELANTAN, MALAYSIA
Hikayat Seri Rama is a Malaysian version
of the Ramayana, depicted through Wayang
Kulit, the art of shadow puppetry. Held
predominantly in the villages of Kelantan
state, this is the only known version of the
Ramayana adopted by an Islamic community.
Puppeteers use hand-cut leather puppets that
are projected onto a screen to narrate stories
using a number of voices.
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PHOTO FRAMES

KHON DANCE, THAILAND
This masked khon dance
of Thailand that depicts the
Ramayana literature showcases
Hanuman's playful side as he
matches steps with Sita.
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VISTARA EXPERIENCE

Clockwise from Left: Vistara counters were decked in hues of the Tricolour and our airport teams looked resplendent in traditional finery on
Independence Day 2017; Vistara’s Srinagar team spent a day at the Chinar Kashmir Child Nurture and Relief, an orphanage. They presented the children
with stationery, groceries and food; The Vistara Jammu team celebrated JRD Tata’s birthday by visiting a local NGO for differently-abled children from
less-privileged areas. They donated wheelchairs and ration to the NGO.

BUILDING EXPERIENCES TO

REMEMBER

Be it the #VistaraWomanFlyer campaign or refreshingly discounted flights,
this monsoon has been an amazing experience for our flyers. The upcoming
festive season promises to be even better with our #NotJustAnotherNeo flying
experience and exclusive new menu options

A

n intuitively thoughtful
initiative
by
Vistara
created
ripples
among
Indian and international
audiences
in
August.
#VistaraWomanFlyer was introduced as
a result of the feedback we had received
from our customers. We had observed the
preferences of solo women travellers on our
flights, and noticed that they often sought
assistance upon arrival at their destinations,
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mostly for their baggage or to confirm the
safest and most reliable options for airport
transfers. Some travellers suggested that
they would like proactive assistance on
arrivals, both with luggage and with ground
transport/taxi services, the latter especially
at night. The #VistaraWomanFlyer initiative
was our attempt to cater to your needs
better. The success of this free-of-cost
service has been widely talked about across
all media forums and a large number of

Clockwise from Left: Vistara won the Tata Excellence in
Communication Award for Best Integrated Communication 2016-17
for its ‘Fly the new feeling’ brand campaign, featuring Deepika
Padukone; Vistara was adjudged one of India’s Distinctive Goodwill
Brands 2017 for winning the trust and loyalty of consumers;
With the onset of the festive season, enjoy regional delicacies of
traditional cuisine served on various sectors in Vistara’s network.

customers have written to us applauding
the service and thanking us for offering it.

received and appreciation was showered
across social media by travellers.

To enable travellers to celebrate 70
years of India’s independence with us,
Vistara launched the ‘Freedom to Fly’
sale last month, with fares starting at
just `799 for Economy Class and `2,099
for Premium Economy. The sale provided
an opportunity to travellers to plan their
travels in advance to some of India’s
favourite holiday destinations such as
Goa, Port Blair, Leh, Jammu, Srinagar,
Kochi, Guwahati, Amritsar, Bhubaneswar,
as well as metro cities such as Delhi,
Kolkata, Mumbai, Hyderabad, and
Bengaluru. Delighting our customers who
flew with us on Independence Day, the
Vistara ticketing and check-in counters
were decorated in colours of our National
Flag, and the Vistara team looked
resplendent in traditional finery. Our
customers also enjoyed a special dessert
in the Tricolour, presented in meal boxes
of the same hue. The efforts were well

In order to serve business and leisure
travellers better, Vistara recently made
an addition to its fleet of aircraft.
Introduction of our third Airbus A320neo
helped us further ramp up frequency on
the Ahmedabad, Goa and Chandigarh
route. We are gearing up to induct our
fourth Airbus A320neo this year which will
enable us to further strengthen our
network by introducing new routes and
also increase the frequency on
existing routes.

August became all the more special as we
continued the birthday celebrations of the
legendary aviator and industrialist, JRD Tata. He
was known for being an innovator and his belief in
the continuous quest for excellence

August became all the more special as
we continued the birthday celebrations
of the legendary aviator and industrialist,
JRD Tata. Mr. Tata was known for being an
innovator and his belief in the continuous
quest for excellence. Philanthropy was
ingrained in the way JRD Tata helmed
the Tata empire, and to carry forward his
legacy, we organised initiatives relating
to community service across many of our
destinations, including donating blood
in Amritsar, visiting an orphanage in
Srinagar to spend time with the children,
contributing ration and other supplies to a
home for the differently-abled in Jammu,
and serving sumptuous meals to children
from a local shelter for the destitute. It
was indeed a humbling experience for
Vistara employees to bring smiles to the
faces of the few whose lives they touched
through these initiatives.
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Our Fleet
Our airline has the most spacious and technologically advanced fleet. With
thirteen A320 CEO aircraft and the addition of three A320 NEO aircraft (with
50% reduced carbon emissions) in 2017, we are set to scale new heights.

A320
neo

A320
ceo

Vistara Fleet

Neo

Ceo

Total

3

13

Length

37.57 m

37.57 m

Wingspan

34.10 m

34.10 m

Height

12.10 m

12.10 m

Cruising Speed

833 km/h

829 km/h

Takeoff weight

73500 kg

73500 kg

Range

6,500 km

6000 km

Business/Premium Economy/Economy

8+24+126=158

8+24+126=158
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GET EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
EVEN AFTER YOUR

FLIGHT

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your boarding pass within
seven days of your travel at our partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

RETAIL SHOPPING

5% off on transactions of `10,000 and
above (Max discount: `1000), offer
applicable only at www.croma.com (not
applicable at any offline store).
Use promo code: VISTCROM

Flat 10% off on the
entire drinks, books, and
souvenirs category at
Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and
Bengaluru Airport stores

Get flat 10% off on
all the products at
Skywater retail stores
(Bengaluru, Hyderabad
and Panchkula)

Flat 15% off on Victorinox and
all other associate brands
available in Gute Reise Stores
in Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Chennai

Flat 10% off on
transactions of `3000
and above, offer
applicable only at Nykaa
retail stores

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Exclusive 30% off on wellness spa services
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Flat 15% off on all services

Flat `500 off on any body spa or facial service*

DINING

Black & White
GUWAHATI ASSAM

Meal for 1- 1 Quarter chicken,
1 regular side, 1 bottomless
soft drink or domestic beer
pint @ `395*

Fly Air Vistara and
avail any ONE of the
following offers by
presenting Vistara’s
Boarding Pass:
Flat 20% off on Food
and Soft Beverages at
any of the outlets

Meal for 4- 1 Full chicken, 4
regular sides, 4 bottomless
soft drinks or domestic beer
pints @ `1495*

Economy package for 1:
Beer & burger combo
for `449* only
Free* Appetiser on a
purchase of an entree
(Appetiser to be similar
or lesser value)

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on
food & soft beverages only
at F&B outlets
(Buzz, Swirl & Deli)

Buy One Get One Beer
Premium package for 2:
2 Margaritas or 2 Beers
+ 1 Starter + 2 Main
Course + 1 Dessert for
`1,999** only
**All Inclusive

Exclusive 20% off
on any Spa & Salon
Services
Enjoy free entry, special
discounts and offers on
F&B at Kitty Su from
Sunday – Thursday

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on food and
soft beverages only at F&B outlets
(Seven,
Umami Black
& Octave)
at the hotel
Reverse
& White

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Reverse Colour

Package for 1: Two pints of
select beers + one select
appetizer @ `449+ taxes
GUWAHATI ASSAM

Package for 2: One pitcher
of select beer+ two select
appetizers @ `899+ taxes

Standard Colour
GUWAHATI ASSAM

HOSPITALITY

One level upgrade* on presenting
the boarding pass

25% off against food and
beverages at The Peg

Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*

15% off at JIVA Spa for all
treatments Room upgrade*

Avail a special 10%* off on the
best available rate along with
free WiFi using promo code
‘ZMUP10VIS’ on booking at

20% off on best available
rate by using promo code
‘ZUSP20VIST’ for booking
Lemon Tree Premier,
Lemon Tree Hotels and
Red Fox Hotels

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complementary plantation
safari, birding & nature tour,
access to golf course

Booking to be done at
www.lemontreehotels.com
Room upgrade to the next level *

www.gingerhotels.com. Offer
can also be availed by calling
1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel

10% off on the usage of the spa facilities
10% off on food & soft beverages
at the restaurants*

Offer also includes: 20%
off on F&B (Republic of
Noodles*, free WiFi 24x7
and buffet breakfast)

20% off on body massages, flat
20% off on suites and villas
and 20% off on beverages at
the bar on all days before 7pm

TRAVEL AND EXPERIENCE

RENT A CAR

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive) MVO500

Flat `500 off on Carzonrent (premium
chauffeur driven service) outstation
booking CVO500

20% off on Self-Drive and
Chauffeur-Drive
Use code: “VISTARA20”

For more information, please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

Experience the heritage of old
Delhi like never before
at 20% off

Get 10% off on Imagica
Theme park & water
park tickets

*Terms & conditions apply
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KEY FEATURES
FASTEST EARN

Earn up to 11 CV Points per INR 100 spent

FASTEST REDEMPTIONS

Award flights starting from 2000 CV Points
and Upgrade Awards from 500 CV Points

FASTER ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

Now reach elite tiers faster basis lower of Tier
Points and flights taken in 12 month period

THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT
FLYER PROGRAM IS
HERE!
TAILORED FOR THE TRENDSETTERS AND
THE BOARDROOM HIGH FLIERS, THE ALL
NEW CLUB VISTARA IS THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM*
With Club Vistara, you earn CV Points based on the value
of tickets purchased, the simplest and fairest way to earn
award points. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you: Fastest Earn, Redemption
and Elite Tier Qualification and enhanced elite tier benefits.
As a Club Vistara member you earn CV Points beyond a
flight ticket through our airline and co-brand partners. Earn
exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

HOW TO JOIN

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:
•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew.

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.

ENJOY PRIORITY STATUS

Check-in, Waitlist Clearance, Baggage
Handling and Airport Standby

INCREASED BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE

5- 15 kgs over and above the limit basis elite
tier status

LOUNGE ACCESS

Unrestricted access to Vistara Lounge when
you fly with Vistara

GUARANTEED RESERVATIONS
24-48 hour prior to departure

COMPLIMENTARY UPGRADE AND
LOUNGE ACCESS VOUCHERS
For use by self, friends or family

AIRLINE AND NON-AIRLINE PARTNERS
Earn and Redeem CV Points with our partners

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS AND PRIVILEGES
Unconditional benefits and privileges for all
fare types

ENROLL NOW
AND EARN 500
BONUS
CV POINTS

To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.
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ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

TIER EVALUATION PROCESS

Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster. Refer
the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

Elite Tier Qualification process evaluates your tier status every day by
checking the number of Tier Points earned or number of flights flown in the
past 365 days. As soon as a member achieves the criteria as mentioned in
the table, they will be upgraded to the next elite tier or retain their current
tier status. In case of a tier upgrade or renewal, you elite tier status will
be valid for 12 months. On the day of expiry of your tier, if you are unable
to move up to the next elite tier or maintain your current tier, you will be
moved to the next lower tier for the next 12 months. You continue to enjoy
CV Base privileges as our CV Base tier membership will never expire.

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

CV Platinum

35000

Flights required
for Upgrade
20
OR

30
40

PRIVILEGES & BENEFITS

CV
Base

CV
Silver

CV
Gold

CV
Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier/CV Points

8 CV Points

9 CV Points

10 CV Points

11 CV Points

✓

✓

✓

✓

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Check-in

Premium Economy
Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

Priority Baggage handling

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

5

Meet & Greet

✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

EARNING CV POINTS

Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
At Club Vistara, our conscious effort is to ensure every flying experience of yours is a memorable
one. Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with
us. Earn CV Points based on the fare value of your ticket (base fare excluding taxes and fees). When
you spend more, you will earn more CV Points. Members can also earn CV Points with our partners.
When you fly with Vistara, simply share your CV ID at the time of booking or check-in and receive
the auto – credit of CV Points in you CV account within 24-48 hours. Your CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight. Use CV Points to redeem Award Flights and Upgrade Awards. Please
refer to the table to know the CV Point accrual for Vistara flights.
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Tier

CV Points per INR 100 spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

PARTNERSHIPS
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are not
flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more choices to
earn and redeem CV Points
AIRLINE PARTNERS

CO-BRAND PARTNERS

Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.

Earn CV Points with every swipe through Axis
Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being the
preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with them allows
you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.
You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

COMPLIMENTARY TIER MATCH
We invite you to enjoy a complimentary 3-month CV Gold membership, if you are a Gold or above tier member with any other
frequent flyer program. Please enrol in Club Vistara and send us a request along with a copy of your other frequent flyer
program membership card/statement and Club Vistara ID at contactus@clubvistara.com or visit us at www.clubvistara.com

REDEMPTION OF CV POINTS
With Award Flight redemptions starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500 CV Points,
rewards could not be any faster. Club Vistara offers you the fastest journey to redemption of flights & upgrades. You
can instantly redeem Award Flights by logging on to our website www.airvistara.com
VISTARA AWARD FLIGHTS

VISTARA UPGRADE REWARDS

•

You can redeem CV Points for Vistara Award
Flights by following the below easy steps:

•

Log on to www.airvistara.com

Now redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin class by calling our
Customer Service Centre at +91 120 6699901/02 or contacting
our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

•

Enter Club Vistara membership ID

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button

•

Submit details on ‘Redeem Award Flight’

•

Select ‘Flight & Redeem’

To know the CV Points required for Vistara Award Flights and
Vistara Upgrade Awards, please visit our website at www.
airvistara.com

UNDERSTANDING TIER POINTS AND CV POINTS
When you fly with Vistara, you earn CV Points that enable you to redeem Award Flights & Upgrade Awards and Tier Points that help
determine your elite tier.
Tier Points are non-redeemable and are valid only for 12 months from the date of the flight. You can use your CV Points as currency to
redeem rewards with Vistara & its Partners. CV Points are valid for 36 months from the date of flight. When you fly/spend with our
airline/non-airline partners you earn CV Points. You can also earn CV Points by participating in our offers and promotions.
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